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Abstract
For any sequence a over Z/(22), there is an unique 2-adic expansion a=a0+a1 ·2, where a0
and a1 are sequences over {0, 1} and can be regarded as sequences over the binary ﬁeld GF(2)
naturally. We call a0 and a1 the level sequences of a. Let f (x) be a primitive polynomial
of degree n over Z/(22), and a be a primitive sequence generated by f (x). In this paper,
we discuss how many bits of a1 can determine uniquely the original primitive sequence a.
This issue is equivalent with one to estimate the whole nonlinear complexity, NL(f (x), 22),
of all level sequences of f (x). We prove that 4n is a tight upper bound of NL(f (x), 22)
if f (x) (mod 2) is a primitive trinomial over GF(2). Moreover, the experimental result shows
that NL(f (x), 22) varies around 4n if f (x) (mod 2) is a primitive polynomial over GF(2).
From this result, we can deduce that NL(f (x), 22) is much smaller than L(f (x), 22), where
L(f (x), 22) is the linear complexity of level sequences of f (x).
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1. Introduction
Suppose Re = Z/(2e) is the integer residue ring modulo 2e, which can be also
represented as {0, 1, . . . , 2e − 1}. More discussions on the ﬁnite ring with identity, can
be seen in [11]. Let f (x) = xn + cn−1xn−1 + · · · + c1x + c0 be a monic polyno-
mial with degree n1 over Re. The sequence a = (at )t0 over Re satisfying the
recursion
ai+n = −[c0ai + c1ai+1 + · · · + cn−1ai+n−1] (mod 2e), i = 0, 1, 2, . . . (1)
is called a linear recurring sequence of degree n over Re, generated by f (x). We will
use the notation G(f (x), 2e) for the set of all sequences over Re generated by f (x).
For the sequences a = (at )t0 and b = (bt )t0 over Re and c ∈ Re, we deﬁne a +
b = ((at +bt ) (mod 2e))t0, c ·a = ((c ·at ) (mod 2e))t0, a ·b = ((at ·bt ) (mod 2e))t0
and the shift operator of sequence xka = (at+k)t0 for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . Then for any
polynomial f (x) over Re, a ∈ G(f (x), 2e) if and only if f (x)a = 0. That is to say,
G(f (x), 2e) = {a ∈ R∞e | f (x)a = 0}.
Let f (x) be a monic polynomial of degree n over Z/(2e) with f (0) ≡ 1 (mod 2),
then there exists a positive integer P such that f (x) divides xP − 1 over Z/(2e). The
least such P is called the period of f (x) over Z/(2e) and denoted by per(f (x), 2e),
which is upper bounded by 2e−1(2n − 1). If per(f (x), 2e) = 2e−1 · (2n − 1), then
f (x) is called a primitive polynomial over Z/(2e). More discussions on the primitive
polynomial over Z/(2e), can be seen in [3,6,17,18].
Let f (x) be a primitive polynomial of degree n over Z/(2e), then f (x) (mod 2i )
is also a primitive polynomial over Z/(2i ), and per(f (x), 2i ) = 2i−1(2n − 1) for
i = 1, 2, . . . , e−1. Particularly, f (x) (mod 2) is a primitive polynomial over the binary
ﬁeld GF(2). For the sequence of a ∈ G(f (x), 2e), if a = 0 (mod 2), then a is called a
primitive sequence generated by f (x) over Z/(2e). Especially, the nonzero sequences
in G(f (x), 2) are also called m-sequences, see [10].
For any sequence a over Z/(2e), there is an unique 2-adic expansion
a = a0 + a1 · 2 + · · · + ae−1 · 2e−1,
where each ai is a sequence over {0, 1}. The sequence ai is called ith level component
(or sequence) of a, and ae−1 the highest-level component (or sequence) of a. They can
be naturally considered as the sequences over GF(2). There are many considerations
on the properties of ae−1 in [1,13,15,16,20].
For a periodic sequence  = (t )t0, per() denotes the period of , the least
positive integer P such that t+P = t for all integer t with t0. Let f (x) be a
primitive polynomial over Z/(2e), a ∈ G(f (x), 2e) and T = 2n −1 with n = deg f (x).
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We can get the following statements (see [1]):
(1) Sequences a and ae−1 have the same period, that is, per(ae−1) = per(a);
(2) If a0 = a1 = · · · = ai−1 = 0 and ai = 0 for 1 ie − 1, then per(a) =
2−i · per(f (x), 2e) = 2e−1−i · T ;
(3) If a0 = 0, then per(a) = per(f (x), 2e) = 2e−1 · T and per(amod 2i ) = 2i−1 · T
for i = 1, 2, . . . , e.
Refs. [4,8] proposed the following injectivity theorem which has important crypto-
graphic signiﬁcance:
Theorem 1. Let f (x) be a primitive polynomial of degree n over Z/(2e), then a = b
if and only if ae−1 = be−1 for a, b ∈ G(f (x), 2e).
Recently, the injectivity of compression sequences over integer residue rings is ex-
tensively studied. (See [5,12–14,19].) Theorem 1 implies that the highest-level sequence
ae−1 contains all information of the original sequence a. That is, if ae−1 is known,
there exists an algorithm to recover the sequence a in theory. However, how many
bits of ae−1 can determine uniquely the original primitive sequence a? We use the
following concept to evaluate it.
Deﬁnition 1 (The minimal distinguishable length of level sequences). For a sequence
 = (t )t0, denote (0, 1, . . . , k−1) by [k]. Let f (x) be a monic polynomial over
Z/(2e) with f (0) ≡ 1 (mod 2). Denote MDL(f (x), 2e) for the least positive integer k,
such that a[k]e−1 = b[k]e−1 for any distinct sequences a, b ∈ G(f (x), 2e), and call it the
minimal distinguishable length of level sequences of f (x) over Z/(2e).
Remark 1. If there exist two distinct sequences a, b ∈ G(f (x), 2e) such that ae−1 =
be−1, then MDL(f (x), 2e) = ∞. If f (x) is a primitive polynomial over Z/(2e), by
Theorem 1, we know a = b if and only if ae−1 = be−1 for all a, b ∈ G(f (x), 2e), and
thus MDL(f (x), 2e) is a positive integer by Deﬁnition 1.
In fact, MDL(f (x), 2e) is a kind of nonlinear complexity of ae−1 over GF(2) (see
next section). It can be considered as an important criterion for the applications of the
highest sequence ae−1 in cryptography. Let H be an integer. If HMDL(f (x), 2e),
then, for a, b ∈ G(f (x), 2e), a[H ]e−1 = b[H ]e−1 if and only if a = b by the deﬁnition of
MDL(f (x), 2e) in Deﬁnition 1. If H < MDL(f (x), 2e), then there exist two distinct
sequences a, b ∈ G(f (x), 2e) with a[H ]e−1 = b[H ]e−1.
The rest part of this paper is arranged as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the
relationship between MDL(f (x), 2e) and the nonlinear complexity NL(f (x), 2e) of
level sequences of f (x), and show that NL(f (x), 2e) = MDL(f (x), 2e) if f (x) is
a primitive polynomial over Z/(2e). (Note that NL(f (x), 2e) is deﬁned in the next
section.) In Section 3, we consider the estimate of NL(f (x), 22) = MDL(f (x), 22),
and show that NL(f (x), 22) is much smaller than L(f (x), 22), where L(f (x), 22) is
the linear complexity of level sequences of f (x). In Appendix A, we give the proof
of Theorem 3, which is a crucial part of the estimate of MDL(f (x), 22).
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2. The complexity of level sequences
In this section, we discuss the general complexity of level sequences of a primitive
polynomial over Z/(2e).
Let f (x) be a monic polynomial over Z/(2e) with f (0) ≡ 1 (mod 2). Denote by
V (f (x), 2e) the set of all highest level sequences of f (x) over Z/(2e), that is,
V (f (x), 2e) = {ae−1 | a ∈ G(f (x), 2e)}.
Note that, if a ∈ G(f (x), 2e), then 2i · a (mod 2e) ∈ G(f (x), 2e). Thus we know that
ai ∈ V (f (x), 2e) for a ∈ G(f (x), 2e) and any integer i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , e − 1}.
Deﬁnition 2 (The linear complexity of level sequences). Let f (x) be a monic polyno-
mial over Z/(2e) with f (0) ≡ 1 (mod 2). Denote L(f (x), 2e) for the least positive
integer k such that there exists a polynomial m(x) of degree k over GF(2), satisfy-
ing that ae−1 ∈ G(m(x), 2) for any sequence a ∈ G(f (x), 2e), and call it the linear
complexity of level sequences of f (x) over Z/(2e).
There are many considerations on the estimate of L(f (x), 2e) in [1,2,5,7,9].
Let F(x0, x1, . . . , xk−1) be a Boolean function with k variables. The sequence  =
(t )t0 over GF(2) satisfying the recursion
i+k = F(0, 1, . . . , k−1), i = 0, 1, 2, . . .
is called a nonlinear recurring sequence of degree k over GF(2), generated by F(x0, x1,
. . . , xk−1). We will use the notation NG(F, 2) for the set of all sequences over GF(2)
generated by F .
Deﬁnition 3 (The nonlinear complexity of level sequences). Let f (x) be a monic poly-
nomial over Z/(2e) with f (0) ≡ 1 (mod 2). Denote NL(f (x), 2e) for the least positive
integer k such that there exists a Boolean function F(x0, x1, . . . , xk−1) with k vari-
ables, satisfying that ae−1 ∈ NG(F, 2) for any sequence a ∈ G(f (x), 2e), and call it
the nonlinear complexity of level sequences of f (x) over Z/(2e).
Proposition 1. Let f (x) be a monic polynomial over Z/(2e) with f (0) ≡ 1 (mod 2).
If MDL(f (x), 2e) is a positive integer, then NL(f (x), 2e) = MDL(f (x), 2e).
Proof. Since G(f (x), 2e) is closed under the left shifting operator, this statement is
obvious. 
Let f (x) be a primitive polynomial of degree n over Z/(2e). According to Remark
1, we know MDL(f (x), 2e) is a positive integer, then NL(f (x), 2e) = MDL(f (x), 2e).
Until now, no published results can be found on the estimate of MDL(f (x), 2e).
Even in the case of e = 2, we only know the linear complexity of level sequences,
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and do not know the value of MDL(f (x), 22). In the next section, we will consider
MDL(f (x), 22).
3. The estimate of MDL(f (x), 22)
For a sequence  = (t )t0, we denote (0, 1, . . . , k−1) by [k].
Let f0(x) = xn − g0(x) be a primitive polynomial of degree n over Z/(2), where
g0(x) is a polynomial over {0, 1} with deg g0(x) < n. Let a0 ∈ G(f0(x), 2), then we
have
xna0 = g0(x)a0 (mod 2)
and there exists a sequence c1(a0) over {0, 1}, such that
g0(x)a0 = xna0 + 2 · c1(a0) (mod 22). (3)
Clearly, c1(a0) is uniquely determined by a0 ∈ G(f0(x), 2) when f0(x) is ﬁxed. Set
c2(a0) = f0(x)c1(a0) (mod 2) and C(f0(x), 2) = {c2(a0) | a0 ∈ G(f0(x), 2)}. (4)
Similar to Deﬁnition 1, denote MDL(C(f0(x), 2)) for the least positive integer k, such
that c2(a0)[k] = c2(b0)[k] for any distinct sequences a0, b0 ∈ G(f0(x), 2).
Lemma 1. Let f0(x) = xn − g0(x) be a primitive polynomial of degree n3 over
Z/(2), where g0(x) is a polynomial over {0, 1} with deg g0(x) < n. Let g1(x) be a
polynomial over {0, 1} with deg g1(x) < n, and f (x) = xn − (g0(x) + 2g1(x)). For
a = b ∈ G(f (x), 22) with a[H ]1 = b[H ]1 and a1,H = b1,H , we have
(i) If a0 = b0, then H < n;
(ii) Let  = c1(a0) + g1(x)a0 (mod 2) and  = c1(b0) + g1(x)b0 (mod 2). If a0 = b0
and Hn, then H = L + n, where c1(·) is deﬁned by (3), and L is the integer
satisfying L = L and [L] = [L].
Proof. (i) If a0 = b0, then a − b = 2 · c0 ∈ G(f (x), 22) with c0 = a1 − b1 (mod 2).
Since a = b, we have c0 = 0 (mod 2). And since c0 is determined by its initial state
(the ﬁrst n elements), we have c[n]0 = 0[n], which implies that a[n]1 = b[n]1 . Thus H < n.
(ii) For a = a0 + 2a1 ∈ G(f (x), 22), we have
xn(a0 + 2a1) = (g0(x) + 2g1(x))(a0 + 2a1) (mod 22),
that is, 2xna1 = g0(x)a0 − xna0 + 2g1(x)a0 + 2g0(x)a1 (mod 22). Combining it with
(3), we have xna1 = g0(x)a1 + c1(a0) + g1(x)a0 (mod 2), that is,
xna1 = g0(x)a1 +  (mod 2). (5)
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Similarly, for b = b0 + 2b1 ∈ G(f (x), 22), we have
xnb1 = g0(x)b1 +  (mod 2). (6)
Let g0(x)a1 = (ca,t )t0 and g0(x)b1 = (cb,t )t0. As a[H ]1 = b[H ]1 and Hn, we
have (a1,0, a1,1, . . . , a1,n−1) = (b1,0, b1,1, . . . , b1,n−1). Since g0(x) is a polynomial over
{0, 1} with deg g0(x) < n, we have ca,0 = cb,0. So by (5) and (6), we know that 0 = 0
if and only if a1,n = b1,n. Thus we can get a1,n = b1,n from (a1,0, a1,1, . . . , a1,n−1) =
(b1,0, b1,1, . . . , b1,n−1) and 0 = 0. Similarly, for i = 1, 2, . . . , L−1, we have a1,i+n =
b1,i+n from (a1,i , a1,i+1, . . . , a1,i+n−1) = (b1,i , b1,i+1, . . . , b1,i+n−1) and i = i . For
i = L, since L = L and (a1,L, a1,L+1, . . . , a1,L+n−1) = (b1,L, b1,L+1, . . . , b1,L+n−1),
we have a1,L+n = b1,L+n. Thus a[L+n]1 = b[L+n]1 , a1,L+n = b1,L+n and H = n+L. 
Theorem 2. Let f0(x) = xn − g0(x) be a primitive polynomial of degree n3 over
Z/(2), where g0(x) is a polynomial over {0, 1}. Then we have
(i) For any polynomial g1(x) over {0, 1} with deg g1(x) < n, set f (x) = xn−(g0(x)+
2g1(x)) over Z/(22). Then
MDL(f (x), 22)2n + MDL(C(f0(x), 2)).
(ii) There exists a polynomial g1(x) over {0, 1} with deg g1(x) < n, such that
MDL(f (x), 22) = 2n + MDL(C(f0(x), 2)),
where f (x) = xn − (g0(x) + 2g1(x)).
Proof. (i). For sequences a0, b0 ∈ G(f0(x), 2), set
 = c1(a0) + g1(x)a0 (mod 2) and  = c1(b0) + g1(x)b0 (mod 2),
where c1(·) is deﬁned by (3).
Let K1 = MDL(f (x), 22), K2 = MDL(C(f0(x), 2)) and K3 be the least positive
integer k such that [k] = [k] for any distinct sequences a0, b0 ∈ G(f0(x), 2). Firstly,
we will prove that K1 = n + K3.
We can choose distinct sequences a, b ∈ G(f (x), 2) such that a[n]1 = b[n]1 , so K1 =
MDL(f (x), 22)n+1. By the deﬁnition of K1 = MDL(f (x), 22) in Deﬁnition 1, there
exist a, b ∈ G(f (x), 22), a = b, such that a[K1−1]1 = b[K1−1]1 and a1,K1−1 = b1,K1−1.
According to the ﬁrst statement of Lemma 1, we can get a0 = b0 from K1 − 1n.
Let L be the positive integer such that L = L and [L] = [L]. By Lemma 1,
K1 − 1 = n+L. On the other hand, we can get K3L+ 1 from the deﬁnition of K3.
So K1n + K3.
Let a0 = b0 ∈ G(f0(x), 2), satisfying [K3−1] = [K3−1] and K3−1 = K3−1. There
exist a, b ∈ G(f (x), 22), satisfying a ≡ a0 (mod 2), b ≡ b0 (mod 2) and a[n]1 = b[n]1 .
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Let H be the positive integer such that a[H ]1 = b[H ]1 and a1,H = b1,H , then Hn and
K1H +1n+1. According to Lemma 1, we have H = n+K3 −1. So K1n+K3.
Thus K1 = n + K3.
Because deg f0(x) = n, by acting f0(x) on two sides of [K3−1] = [K3−1], we
can get
(f0(x))
[K3−1−n] = (f0(x))[K3−1−n] if K3 − 1n + 1.
By the deﬁnition of c2(·) in (4), we have
c2(a0) = f0(x)c1(a0) = f0(x) (mod 2), (7)
c2(b0) = f0(x)c1(b0) = f0(x) (mod 2). (8)
From the deﬁnition of MDL(C(f0(x), 2)) below (4), we know that K2 = MDL(C(f0(x),
2)) is also the least integer k such that (f0(x))[k] = (f0(x))[k] for any distinct se-
quences a0, b0 ∈ G(f0(x), 2). So K2 − 1K3 − 1 − n if K3n + 2. Clearly K2 =
MDL(C(f0(x), 2))1. Thus K3K2+n. Then by K1 = n+K3, we have K12n+K2.
The ﬁrst statement holds.
(ii) By the deﬁnition of K2, we can choose a0 = b0 ∈ G(f0(x), 2), satisfy-
ing (f0(x))[K2−1] = (f0(x))[K2−1] (mod 2) and (f0(x))[K2] = (f0(x))[K2] (mod 2),
which implies that
f0(x)( + ) ≡
(
0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
K2−1
, 1, . . .
)
(mod 2).
Combining it with (7) and (8), we have
f0(x)(c1(a0) + c1(b0)) ≡
(
0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
K2−1
, 1, . . .
)
(mod 2).
So there exists a nonzero sequence c0 ∈ G(f0(x), 2), such that
c1(a0) + c1(b0) + c0 ≡
(
0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
K2+n−1
, 1, . . .
)
(mod 2). (9)
On the other hand, since a0 = b0 ∈ G(f0(x), 2), (a0 + b0) (mod 2) is still an m-
sequence in G(f0(x), 2), thus we can choose a polynomial g1(x) over {0, 1} with
deg g1(x) < n = deg f0(x), such that g1(x)(a0 + b0) = c0 (mod 2). Combining it with
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(9), we have
c1(a0) + g1(x)a0 + c1(b0) + g1(x)b0 ≡
(
0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
K2+n−1
, 1, . . .
)
(mod 2)
which implies that [K2+n−1] = [K2+n−1]. So by the deﬁnition of K3, we have
K3K2 + n for f (x) = xn − (g0(x) + 2g1(x)). Since K3K2 + n and K1 = n + K3,
we have K1 = 2n + K2. The second statement also holds. 
Lemma 2. Let f (x) = xn + cn−1xn−1 + · · · + c1x + c0 be a monic polynomial of
degree n over Z/(2e), such that f (0) = c0 ≡ 1 (mod 2), and f ∗(x) = f (0)−1 · xn ·
f (1/x) (mod 2e), then MDL(f (x), 2e) = MDL(f ∗(x), 2e).
Proof. Firstly, we know that
f ∗(x) = f (0)−1 · xn · f (1/x) (mod 2e)
= c−10 (c0xn + c1xn−1 + · · · + cn−1x + 1) (mod 2e)
= xn + dn−1xn−1 + · · · + d1x + d0
with d0 = c−10 (mod 2e) and di = cn−ic−10 (mod 2e) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1.
Because f (x) and f ∗(x) are monic polynomials with f (0) = f ∗(0) = 1 (mod 2), we
know that the sequences in G(f (x), 2e) and G(f ∗(x), 2e) are all periodic sequences.
Let a = (a0, a1, . . . , an−1, . . ., aP−n, . . . , aP−2, aP−1) ∈ G(f (x), 2e) with P = per(a).
We have the following recursion:
ai+n = −[c0ai + c1ai+1 + · · · + cn−1ai+n−1] (mod 2e), i = 0, 1, . . . , P − 1 − n.
That is to say, c0ai + c1ai+1 + · · · + cn−1ai+n−1 + ai+n = 0 (mod 2e) and
ai = −[d0ai+n + · · · + dn−2ai+2 + dn−1ai+1] (mod 2e),
which implies that a∗ = (aP−1, aP−2, . . . , aP−n, . . . , an−1, . . . , a1, a0) ∈ G(f ∗(x), 2e).
Similarly, if b = (b0, b1, . . . , bn−1, . . . , bP−n, . . . , bP−2, bP−1) ∈ G(f ∗(x), 22), then
b∗ = (bP−1, bP−2, . . . , bP−n, . . . , bn−1, . . . , b1, b0) ∈ G(f (x), 2e). Thus we have
G(f ∗(x), 2e) = {a∗ | a ∈ G(f (x), 2e)}.
Let K = MDL(f (x), 2e) and K∗ = MDL(f ∗(x), 2e). By the deﬁnition of
MDL(f (x), 2e) in Deﬁnition 1, there exist distinct sequences a = (at )0 t<P , b =
(bt )0 t<P ∈ G(f (x), 2e), such that a[K−1]e−1 = b[K−1]e−1 . So (xK−1a)∗e−1[K−1]
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= (xK−1b)e−1∗[K−1] holds for (xK−1a)∗, (xK−1b)∗ ∈ G(f ∗(x), 2e). By the deﬁnition
of K∗ = MDL(f ∗(x), 2e), we know that K∗K . Similarly, we have KK∗. Thus
K = K∗ and MDL(f (x), 2e) = MDL(f ∗(x), 2e). 
Lemma 3. Suppose f0(x) = xn + cn−1xn−1 + · · · + c2 · x2 + c1x + 1 is a primitive
polynomial of degree n3 over Z/(2), and f ∗0 (x) = xn + c1xn−1 + c2 · xn−2 + · · · +
cn−1x + 1, then MDL(C(f0(x), 2)) = MDL(C(f ∗0 (x), 2)).
Proof. By the second statement of Theorem 2, we can choose f (x) ∈ Z/(22)[x]
with f (x) = f0(x) (mod 2), satisfying MDL(f (x), 22) = 2n + MDL(C(f0(x), 2)).
According to the ﬁrst statement of Theorem 2, we know MDL(f ∗(x), 22)2n +
MDL(C(f ∗0 (x), 2)), and by Lemma 2, MDL(f (x), 22) = MDL(f ∗(x), 22), so
MDL(C(f0(x), 2))MDL(C(f ∗0 (x), 2)). Similarly, we have MDL(C(f ∗0 (x), 2))
MDL(C(f0(x), 2)). Thus MDL(C(f0(x), 2)) = MDL(C(f ∗0 (x), 2)). 
Theorem 3. Let f0(x) = xn + xs + 1 be a primitive polynomial of degree n3 over
Z/(2), then MDL(C(f0(x), 2))2n.
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A. 
Theorem 4. Let f (x) be a monic polynomial of degree n3 over Z/(22), such that
f (x) = xn + xs + 1 (mod 2) is a primitive polynomial over Z/(2), then MDL(f (x), 22)
4n.
Proof. This statement can be got immediately by Theorems 2 and 3. 
Remark 2. (1) There are many primitive trinomials f0(x) of degree n over Z/(2),
such that MDL(C(f0(x), 2)) = 2n. For example, f0(x) = x7 + x3 + 1, x9 + x4 + 1,
x10 + x3 + 1. By the second statement of Theorem 2, we know that there exists
f (x) ∈ Z/(22)[x] with degree n and f (x) = f0(x) (mod 2), such that MDL(f (x), 22) =
2n + MDL(C(f0(x), 2)) = 4n.
(2) The data in Table 1 shows that MDL(C(f0(x), 2))2n holds for most of the
primitive polynomials f0(x) of degree n over Z/(2), and 3n seems to be an upper
bound of MDL(C(f0(x), 2)). By Theorem 2, MDL(f (x), 22)2n+MDL(C(f0(x), 2))
for any polynomial f (x) over Z/(22) satisfying f (x)≡f0(x) (mod 2). So MDL(f (x),22)
varies around 4n for any primitive polynomial f (x) of degree n over Z/(22), and 5n
seems to be an upper bound of MDL(f (x), 22).
(3) Kurakin [7] proved that L(f (x), 22) = n(n + 3)/2. From Proposition 1 and
Theorem 4, we ﬁnd that NL(f (x), 22) = MDL(f (x), 22)4n if f (x) (mod 2) is a
primitive trinomial, which implies that NL(f (x), 22) is much smaller than L(f (x), 22).
Generally, NL(f (x), 2e) should also be much smaller than L(f (x), 2e) for any primitive
polynomial f (x) over Z/(2e).
(4) Given a primitive polynomial f (x) ∈ Z/(2e)[x] and a[Me]e−1 , there exists an algo-
rithm to recover the original sequence a ∈ G(f (x), 2e), where Me = MDL(f (x), 2e) =
NL(f (x), 2e). (See [21].)
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Table 1
n 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
M1 < 2n 2 2 2 6 14 12 26 36 106 76 368
M1 = 2n 4 4 4 14 16 28 28 90
M1 = 2n + 1 4 4 22 16 80
M1 = 2n + 2 4 2 14 12 44
M1 = 2n + 3 4 6 22
M1 = 2n + 4 2 4 12
M1 = 2n + 5 2 2 8
M1 = 2n + 6 4
M1 = 2n + 7
M1 = 2n + 8
M1 = 2n + 9 2
Note that the data in Table 1 is the number of primitive polynomials f0(x) over Z/(2) with special
degree n and special value of M1 = MDL(C(f0(x), 2)).
Appendix A. The proof of Theorem 3
For the preparation of the proof of Theorem 3, we give the following lemmas:
Lemma A.1. Suppose n and s are two positive integers such that n > 2s and gcd(n, s)
= 1. Let (ki, hi), i = 0, 1, . . . , s−1, be integer pairs satisfying the following recursion:
0k0 < n, k0 + h0 · s < nk0 + h0 · s + s;
ki = ki−1 + hi−1 · s + s − n, ki + hi · s < nki + hi · s + s, i = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1.
Then ki /≡ kj (mod s) for 0 i < js − 1. Furthermore, if 0k0 < s, then
{0, 1, . . . , s − 1} = {k0, k1, . . . , ks−1},
{0, 1, . . . , n + s − 1} = {ki + ti · s | 0 tihi + 1, 0 is − 1}.
Proof. Notice that gcd(n, s) = 1 and ki ≡ ki−1 − n ≡ k0 − i · n (mod s) for i =
1, 2, . . . , s−1, so we have ki /≡ kj (mod s) for 0 i < js−1. For i = 0, 1, . . . , s−2,
because ki +hi ·s < nki +hi ·s+s and ki+1 = ki +hi ·s+s−n, we have 0ki+1 < s.
Thus {0, 1, . . . , s − 1} = {k0, k1, . . . , ks−1} when 0k0 < s.
For i = 0, 1, . . . , s − 1, because ki + hi · s < nki + hi · s + s, we can get
{ki + ti · s | 0 tihi + 1} = {vi | 0vi < n + s, vi ≡ ki (mod s)}.
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Then by {0, 1, . . . , s − 1} = {k0, k1, . . . , ks−1}, we have
{0, 1, . . . , n + s − 1} = {ki + ti · s | 0 tihi + 1, 0 is − 1}. 
Lemma A.2. Suppose n and s are positive integers such that n > s. If f0(x) =
xn + xs + 1 is a primitive polynomial over GF(2), then gcd(n, s) = 1.
Proof. Since f0(x) is a primitive polynomial of degree n over GF(2), we know that the
period of f0(x) is per(f0(x), 2) = 2n−1. Let k = gcd(n, s), then f0(x) = xn+xs +1 =
(xk)n/k + (xk)s/k + 1 and per(f0(x), 2)k · (2n/k − 1). If k > 1, then per(f0(x), 2) <
2n−1, which is in contradiction with per(f0(x), 2) = 2n−1. Thus k = 1 and gcd(n, s) =
1. 
Lemma A.3. Let n and s be two positive integers such that n3 and n+s ≡ 0 (mod 3),
then xn + xs + 1 is not a primitive polynomial over GF(2).
Proof. We only consider the case of n > s. If s ≡ 0 (mod 3) and n ≡ 0 (mod 3),
we have gcd(n, s)3. According to Lemma A.2, we know that xn + xs + 1 is not a
primitive polynomial over GF(2).
If s ≡ 1 (mod 3) and n ≡ 2 (mod 3), let n = 3u + 2, s = 3v + 1. Then we have
xn + xs + 1 = x3u+2 + x3v+1 + 1. Since
x3u+2 + x + 1 = (x2 + x + 1)(1 + x2 + x3 + x5 + x6 + · · · + x3u−1 + x3u),
x3v+1 + x2 + 1 = (x2 + x + 1)(1 + x + x2 + x4 + x5 + · · · + x3v−2 + x3v−1)
and x3u+2 + x3v+1 + 1 = (x3u+2 + x + 1) + (x3v+1 + x2 + 1) + (x2 + x + 1), we have
x2 + x + 1|xn + xs + 1 over GF(2). Thus xn + xs + 1 is not a primitive polynomial
over GF(2).
Similarly, the statement also holds for the case of s ≡ 2 (mod 3) and
n ≡ 1 (mod 3). 
Lemma A.4. Let f0(x) = xn + xs + 1 be a primitive polynomial of degree n3 over
the binary ﬁeld GF(2). Let a = (at )t0 and b = (bt )t0 be sequences in G(f0(x), 2),
satisfying
(a0, a1, . . . , ak−1) = (b0, b1, . . . , bk−1),
(ak, bk) = (0, 1), (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 0). (A.1)
If sk < n, then there exists an integer i = i(a, b), 0 i2n − 1, such that
ai · ai+2s + ai+s = bi · bi+2s + bi+s .
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Proof. Note that the sequences in G(f0(x), 2) can be viewed as sequences over GF(2).
For convenience, denote a(i) = ai · ai+2s + ai+s and b(i) = bi · bi+2s + bi+s . Assume
that
a(i) = b(i), ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1}, (A.2)
that is to say, ai · ai+2s + ai+s = bi · bi+2s + bi+s , ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1}. In the
following, we will show that (A.2) is impossible.
Since 1sk < n, we have 0k − s < k < n. So we can get ak−s = bk−s from
(A.1). By (A.2), we have a(k−s) = b(k−s). Combining it with (A.1), we have
(ak−s , bk−s) = (1, 1), (ak, bk) = (0, 1), (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 0).
Since a(k) = b(k) by (A.2), we can get
(ak+2s , bk+2s) = (0, 1) or (1, 1).
On the other hand, by the linear recurring relation of sequences in G(f0(x), 2), we
have
(ak−s+n, bk−s+n) = (ak−s + ak, bk−s + bk) = (1, 0),
(ak+n, bk+n) = (ak + ak+s , bk + bk+s) = (1, 1).
Since a(k−s+n) = b(k−s+n) by (A.2), we can get
(ak+s+n, bk+s+n) = (0, 0) or (0, 1).
Finally, by (ak+s+n, bk+s+n) = (ak+s + ak+2s , bk+s + bk+2s), we can determine that
(ak+2s , bk+2s) = (1, 1) and (ak+s+n, bk+s+n) = (0, 1).
Let h be an integer, such that
k + hs < nk + hs + s. (A.3)
By repeating the similar process as above recursively, we can get Table 2.
Note that the symbol “←” in Table 2 and the following tables implies that the
element in this position is the same as that in its left position.
Case 1: k + hs + 2s < k + n.
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Table 2
h (mod 3) 2 0 1 h (mod 3) 2 0 1
(ak−s , bk−s ) (1, 1) ← ← (ak−s+n, bk−s+n) (1, 0) ← ←
(ak, bk) (0, 1) ← ← (ak+n, bk+n) (1, 1) ← ←
(ak+s , bk+s ) (1, 0) ← ← (ak+s+n, bk+s+n) (0, 1) ← ←
(ak+2s , bk+2s ) (1, 1) ← ← (ak+2s+n, bk+2s+n) (1, 0) ← ←
(ak+3s , bk+3s ) (0, 1) ← ← (ak+3s+n, bk+3s+n) (1, 1) ← ←
…… … … … …… … … …
(ak+hs , bk+hs) (1, 1) (0, 1) (1, 0) (ak+hs+n, bk+hs+n) (1, 0) (1, 1) (0, 1)
(ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s ) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1) (ak+hs+s+n, bk+hs+s+n) (1, 1) (0, 1) (1, 0)
(ak+hs+2s , bk+hs+2s ) (1, 0) (1, 1) (0, 1) (ak+hs+2s+n, bk+hs+2s+n) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+3s , bk+hs+3s ) (1, 1) (0, 1) (1, 0)
Table 3
I II
(ak+hs+s−n, bk+hs+s−n) (1, 1) (0, 0)
(ak+hs+2s−n, bk+hs+2s−n) (0, 0) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+3s−n, bk+hs+3s−n) (0, 1) (1, 0)
(ak+hs+4s−n, bk+hs+4s−n) (1, 1) (0, 0)
From k + hs + sn and k + hs + 2s < k + n, we can get 0k + hs + s − n,
k + hs + 2s − n < k. According to (A.1), we have
ak+hs+s−n = bk+hs+s−n and ak+hs+2s−n = bk+hs+2s−n. (A.4)
Since (ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s) = (ak+hs+s−n + ak+hs+2s−n, bk+hs+s−n + bk+hs+2s−n), we
have ak+hs+s = bk+hs+s . Thus h ≡ 1 (mod 3) and
(ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s) = (1, 1), (ak+hs+2s , bk+hs+2s) = (0, 1),
(ak+hs+3s , bk+hs+3s) = (1, 0).
Combining it with (A.4), according to the linear recurring relation of sequences in
G(f0(x), 2), we can get Table 3.
In columns I and II of Table 3, we have a(k+hs+2s−n) = b(k+hs+2s−n), which is in
contradiction with (A.2).
Case 2: k + hs + 2s = k + n.
Here hs + 2s = n and gcd(n, s) = s. We can assert that s = 1. Otherwise, if s2,
then gcd(n, s) = s2. By Lemma A.2, we know that xn + xs + 1 is not primitive
polynomial over GF(2), which is in contradiction with the condition. Thus s = 1 and
n = h + 2.
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Table 4
I II
(ak+hs+s−n, bk+hs+s−n) (1, 1) (0, 0)
(ak+hs+2s−n, bk+hs+2s−n) (1, 0) (0, 1)
(ak+hs+3s−n, bk+hs+3s−n) (0, 0) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+4s−n, bk+hs+4s−n) (1, 1) (0, 0)
Table 5
I II
(ak+hs+s−n, bk+hs+s−n) (1, 1) (0, 0)
(ak+hs+2s−n, bk+hs+2s−n) (0, 0) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+3s−n, bk+hs+3s−n) (0, 1) (1, 0)
(ak+hs+4s−n, bk+hs+4s−n) (1, 1) (0, 0)
By the linear recurring relation of sequences in G(f0(x), 2), we have
(ak+n, bk+n) = (ak + ak+s , bk + bk+s) = (1, 1). (A.5)
If h (mod 3) = 1 or 2, then (ak+hs+2s , bk+hs+2s) = (0, 1) or (1, 0), which is in
contradiction with (A.5) since hs +2s = n. Therefore we have h = 0 (mod 3). Suppose
h = 3r . We know r1 by n = h + 23. Thus xn + x + 1 = x3r+2 + x + 1 =
(x2 + x + 1)(1 + x2 + x3 + x5 + x6 + . . . + x3r−1 + x3r ) is not a primitive polynomial
over GF(2), which is in contradiction with the condition.
Case 3: k + hs + 2s > k + n.
Here we have 0k + hs + s − n < sk and k + hs < n < hs + 2sk + hs + s
from (A.3) and ks. By the deﬁnition of k in (A.1), we have ak+hs+s−n = bk+hs+s−n.
Thus we know that
(ak+hs+s−n, bk+hs+s−n) = (1, 1) or (0, 0).
When h ≡ 2 (mod 3), we have
(ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s) = (0, 1), (ak+hs+2s , bk+hs+2s) = (1, 0),
(ak+hs+3s , bk+hs+3s) = (1, 1).
According to the linear recurring relation of sequences in G(f0(x), 2), we can get
Table 4.
In columns I and II of Table 4, we have a(k+hs+s−n) = b(k+hs+s−n), which is in
contradiction with (A.2).
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Table 6
I II
(ak+hs+s−n, bk+hs+s−n) (0, 0) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+2s−n, bk+hs+2s−n) (1, 0) (0, 1)
(ak+hs+3s−n, bk+hs+3s−n) (0, 1) (1, 0)
(ak+hs+4s−n, bk+hs+4s−n) (0, 0) (1, 1)
When h ≡ 1 (mod 3), we have (ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s) = (1, 1), (ak+hs+2s , bk+hs+2s) =
(0, 1), (ak+hs+3s , bk+hs+3s) = (1, 0). According to the linear recurring relation of se-
quences in G(f0(x), 2), we have Table 5.
In columns I and II of Table 5, we have a(k+hs+2s−n) = b(k+hs+2s−n), which is in
contradiction with (A.2).
When h ≡ 0 (mod 3), we have (ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s) = (1, 0), (ak+hs+2s , bk+hs+2s) =
(1, 1), (ak+hs+3s , bk+hs+3s) = (0, 1). According to the linear recurring relation of se-
quences in G(f0(x), 2), we have Table 6.
In column I of Table 6, we have a(k+hs+s−n) = b(k+hs+s−n), which is in contradiction
with (A.2).
The case in column II of Table 6 is similar to the condition in this lemma. The only
difference is that k is replaced by k1 = k + hs + 2s − n. Notice that this case only
happens when h ≡ 0 (mod 3) and k + hs + 2s > k + n.
Let k0 = k and h0 = h, then k0+h0s < nk0+h0s+s by the deﬁnition of h in (A.3).
Using the following recursion relation, we generate ki and hi for i = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1.
ki = ki−1 + hi−1s + 2s − n, ki + his < nki + his + s. (A.6)
From Lemma A.1, we have
ki /≡ kj (mod s) for 0 i < js − 1. (A.7)
By repeating the above process of analyzing, we can ﬁnd that the condition, similar
to that in this lemma, will be satisﬁed again if h1 = 0 (mod 3) and k1+h1s+2s > k+n.
If this condition can be satisﬁed at all times, we can get
hi = 0 (mod 3), ki + his + 2s > k + n for i = 0, 1, . . . , s − 1. (A.8)
(Otherwise, if the condition that hi ≡ 0 (mod 3) and ki + his + 2s > k + n does not
hold for some integer i with 0 is − 1, we can deduce that (A.2) is impossible by
repeating the above process of analyzing.) In the following, we are going to show that
(A.8) is impossible.
By (A.6), we have ki + his < nki + his + s, that is
hi < (n − ki)/shi + 1. (A.9)
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By Lemma A.2, we know that gcd(n, s) = 1. So we can get hin/s	−1 from kis
and (A.9). (Note that x	 implies the maximal integer less than or equal to x.)
Notice that k + hs + 2s > k + n. Since (A.3), we have
k + hs < n < hs + 2s, (A.10)
which implies that k2s − 2. Because k0 = ks, we have sk02s − 2 and s2.
According to (A.6), we have ski = ki−1 + hi−1s + 2s − n2s − 1. Thus
ski2s − 1, i = 0, 1, . . . , s − 1. (A.11)
From (A.7) and (A.11), we know that
{ki | i = 0, 1, . . . , s − 1} = {s + i | i = 0, 1, . . . , s − 1}.
Then there exists an integer j, 0js−1, such that kj = 2s−1. If n+1 ≡ 0 (mod s),
then we can get hj = (n+1)/s −3 = n/s	−2 from (A.9). If n+1 = 0 (mod s), then
we can get hj = (n + 1)/s	 − 2 = n/s	 − 2 from gcd(n, s) = 1 and (A.9). Since
kikj = 2s −1 for all i = 0, 1, . . . , s −1, we can get hihj = n/s	−2 from (A.9).
Combining it with hin/s	 − 1, we have
n/s	 − 2hin/s	 − 1, i = 0, 1, . . . , s − 1.
From (A.8) we can get hi ≡ 0 (mod 3). So hi = h0 = h and (A.6) implies that
ki = ki−1 + hs + 2s − n = k + i · (hs + 2s − n), ki + hs < nki + hs + s (A.12)
for i = 0, 1, . . . , s − 1.
From (A.10) and ks, we know that k+hs < n < hs+2sk+hs+s and hs+2s−
n1. Therefore we have nhs+2s−1k+hs+s−1k+hs+(s−1) ·(hs+2s−n).
So
k + hs < nk + hs + (s − 1) · (hs + 2s − n)
and there exists an integer j, 1js − 1, such that
k + hs + (j − 1) · (hs + 2s − n) < nk + hs + j · (hs + 2s − n).
This implies that nkj + hs with kj = k + j · (hs + 2s − n), which is in contradiction
with kj + hs < n in (A.12). Thus (A.8) does not hold and the case in column II in
Table 6 is impossible. 
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Table 7
h (mod 3) 2 0 1 h (mod 3) 2 0 1
(ak, bk) (0, 1) ← ← (ak+n, bk+n) (1, 1) ← ←
(ak+s , bk+s ) (1, 0) ← ← (ak+s+n, bk+s+n) (0, 1) ← ←
(ak+2s , bk+2s ) (1, 1) ← ← (ak+2s+n, bk+2s+n) (1, 0) ← ←
(ak+3s , bk+3s ) (0, 1) ← ← (ak+3s+n, bk+3s+n) (1, 1) ← ←
(ak+4s , bk+4s ) (1, 0) ← ← (ak+4s+n, bk+4s+n) (0, 1) ← ←
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(ak+hs , bk+hs) (1, 1) (0, 1) (1, 0) (ak+hs+n, bk+hs+n) (1, 0) (1, 1) (0, 1)
(ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s ) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1) (ak+hs+s+n, bk+hs+s+n) (1, 1) (0, 1) (1, 0)
(ak+hs+2s , bk+hs+2s ) (1, 0) (1, 1) (0, 1) (ak+hs+2s+n, bk+hs+2s+n) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+3s , bk+hs+3s ) (1, 1) (0, 1) (1, 0)
Lemma A.5. Let f0(x) = xn + xs + 1 be a primitive polynomial of degree n3 over
the binary ﬁeld GF(2). Let a = (at )t0 and b = (bt )t0 be sequences in G(f0(x), 2),
satisfying
(a0, a1, . . . , ak−1) = (b0, b1, . . . , bk−1),
(ak, bk) = (0, 1), (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 0) and (ak+2s , bk+2s) = (1, 1).
If k < s < n, then there exists an integer i = i(a, b), 0 i2n − 1, such that
ai · ai+2s + ai+s = bi · bi+2s + bi+s .
Proof. Note that the sequences in G(f0(x), 2) can be viewed as sequences over GF(2).
For convenience, denote a(i) = ai · ai+2s + ai+s and b(i) = bi · bi+2s + bi+s . Assume
that
a(i) = b(i), ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1}, (A.13)
that is to say, ai · ai+2s + ai+s = bi · bi+2s + bi+s , ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1}. In the
following, we will show that (A.13) is impossible. Let h be an integer satisfying
k + hs < nk + hs + s. (A.14)
With the process of analyzing similar to that in the proof of Lemma A.4, we have
the data in Table 7.
From Table 7, we can get
(ak+3ts+js, bk+3ts+js) = (ak+js, bk+js), j = 0, 1, 2; (A.15)
for the integer t satisfying kk + 3ts < k + 3ts + s < k + 3ts + 2sk + hs + 2s.
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Table 8
I II III IV
(ak+hs+s−n, bk+hs+s−n) (0, 0) (1, 1) (0, 1) (1, 0)
(ak+hs+2s−n, bk+hs+2s−n) (0, 1) (1, 0) (0, 0) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+3s−n, bk+hs+3s−n) (1, 1) (0, 0) (1, 0) (0, 1)
(ak+hs+4s−n, bk+hs+4s−n) (0, 0) (1, 1) (0, 1) (1, 0)
If s = 1, then we can get k = 0 from k < s. Because (A.14), we have h = n − 1
and k + hs + s = k + n. If h ≡ 2 (mod 3), then (ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s) = (0, 1); if
h ≡ 0 (mod 3), then (ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s) = (1, 0); since k + hs + s = k + n, both cases
are in contradiction with (ak+n, bk+n) = (1, 1). Thus h ≡ 1 (mod 3), and we can set
h = 3r + 1. We can get r1 from n = k + hs + s = 3r + 23. Here we have
x3r+2 + x + 1 = (x2 + x + 1)(1 + x2 + x3 + x5 + x6 + · · · + x3r−1 + x3r ) over GF(2),
which is in contradiction with that f0(x) = xn + x + 1 = x3r+2 + x + 1 is a primitive
polynomial over GF(2).
In the following we suppose s2. From (A.14), we know that 0k+hs+s−n < s.
Firstly, we can assert that
(ak+hs+s−n, bk+hs+s−n) = (ak+hs+2s , bk+hs+2s),
(ak+hs+2s−n, bk+hs+3s−n) = (ak+hs+3s , bk+hs+3s),
(ak+hs+3s−n, bk+hs+3s−n) = (ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s).
(A.16)
If h ≡ 2 (mod 3), then (ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s) = (0, 1), (ak+hs+2s , bk+hs+2s) = (1, 0) and
(ak+hs+3s , bk+hs+3s) = (1, 1). According to the linear recurring relation of sequences
in G(f0(x), 2), we have Table 8. In column I, a(k+hs+s−n) = b(k+hs+s−n); in columns
II and III, a(k+hs+2s−n) = b(k+hs+2s−n); both cases are in contradiction with (A.13).
Then only column IV is right, which implies that (A.16) holds. Similarly, (A.16) also
holds when h ≡ 1 (or 0) (mod 3).
Let k0 = k and h0 = h. By the condition in lemma and the deﬁnition of h in (A.14),
we have
0k0 < s < n, k0 + h0s < nk0 + h0s + s. (A.17)
For i = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1, s, the integer pairs (ki, hi) can be generated recursively as
follows:
ki = ki−1 + hi−1s + s − n, ki + his < nki + his + s. (A.18)
Because k0 = k < s, we know that {0, 1, . . . , s − 1} = {k0, k1, . . . , ks−1} = {k1, k2,
. . . , ks} by Lemma A.1. Therefore we have ks = k0.
Since k0 = k, h0 = h, k1 = k0 + h0s + s − n, (A.15) implies that
(ak0+3ts+js, bk0+3ts+js) = (ak0+js, bk0+js), j = 0, 1, 2,
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for the integer t satisfying k0k0 + 3ts < k0 + 3ts + s < k0 + 3ts + 2sk0 +h0s + 2s;
and (A.16) implies that
(ak1 , bk1) = (ak0+h0s+2s , bk0+h0s+2s),
(ak1+s , bk1+s) = (ak0+h0s+3s , bk0+h0s+3s),
(ak1+2s , bk1+2s) = (ak0+h0s+s , bk0+h0s+s).
For i = 1, 2, . . . , s − 1, by repeating similar process as above recursively, we can get
(aki+3ts+js, bki+3ts+js) = (aki+js, bki+js), j = 0, 1, 2,
for the integer t satisfying kiki + 3ts < ki + 3ts + s < ki + 3ts + 2ski + his + 2s;
and
(aki+1 , bki+1) = (aki+his+2s , bki+his+2s),
(aki+1+s , bki+1+s) = (aki+his+3s , bki+his+3s),
(aki+1+2s , bki+1+2s) = (aki+his+s , bki+his+s).
(Notice that ks = k0.) Combining the above relations, we know that the period of the
following sequence A is 3,
A = ((ak0 , bk0), (ak0+s , bk0+s), (ak0+2s , bk0+2s), . . . , (ak0+h0s+s , bk0+h0s+s),
(ak1 , bk1), (ak1+s , bk1+s), (ak1+2s , bk1+2s), . . . , (ak1+h1s+s , bk1+h1s+s),
. . . . . . ,
(aki , bki ), (aki+s , bki+s), (aki+2s , bki+2s), . . . , (aki+his+s , bki+his+s),
. . . . . . ,
(aks−1 , bks−1), (aks−1+s , bks−1+s), (aks−1+2s , bks−1+2s), . . . ,
(aks−1+hs−1s+s , bks−1+hs−1s+s)).
Since (A.17) and (A.18), according to Lemma A.1, we have {0, 1, . . . , n + s − 1} =
{ki + tis|0 tihi + 1, 0 is − 1}. So the length of A is Len(A) = n + s. On the
other hand, by k0 = ks = ks−1 + hs−1s + s − n and the linear recurring relation of
sequences in G(f0(x), 2), we have
(aks−1+hs−1s+s , bks−1+hs−1s+s) = (ak0+n, bk0+n) = (ak0 + ak0+s , bk0 + bk0+s) = (1, 1)
= (ak0+2s , bk0+2s).
So Len(A) = n + s ≡ 0 (mod 3). From Lemma A.3, we know that xn + xs + 1 is
not a primitive polynomial over GF(2), which is in contradiction with the condition
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of this lemma. Thus the assumption of (A.13) is false and the statement in this lemma
holds. 
Lemma A.6. Let f0(x) = xn + xs + 1 be a primitive polynomial of degree n3 over
the binary ﬁeld GF(2). Let a = (at )t0 and b = (bt )t0 be sequences in G(f0(x), 2),
satisfying
(a0, a1, . . . , ak−1) = (b0, b1, . . . , bk−1), (ak, bk) = (0, 1), (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 1)
and
(ak+2s , bk+2s) = (1, 0).
If k < s < n, then there exists an integer i = i(a, b), 0 i2n − 1, such that
ai · ai+2s + ai+s = bi · bi+2s + bi+s .
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma A.5. 
Theorem 3. Let f0(x) = xn + xs + 1 be a primitive polynomial of degree n3 over
Z/(2), then MDL(C(f0(x), 2))2n.
Proof of Theorem 3. Notice that f0(x) = xn + xs + 1 = xn − g0(x) (mod 2) with
g0(x) = xs + 1. By the deﬁnition of c1(a) in (3), we have c1(a) = a · xsa for
a ∈ G(f0(x), 2). Furthermore, by the deﬁnition of c2(a) in (4), we have
c2(a) = f0(x)c1(a) (mod 2)
≡ (xn + xs + 1)(a · xsa)
≡ a · xsa + xsa · x2sa + xna · xn+sa
≡ a · xsa + xsa · x2sa + (a + xsa) · (xsa + x2sa)
≡ a · x2sa + xsa (mod 2).
In the rest part of the proof, we view the sequences in G(f0(x), 2) as the sequences
over the binary ﬁeld GF(2).
According to the deﬁnition of MDL(C(f0(x), 2)) following (4), it sufﬁces to prove
that c2(a)[2n] = c2(b)[2n] for any distinct sequences a = (at )t0 and b = (bt )t0 in
G(f0(x), 2). That is to say, we need to prove that there exists an integer i = i(a, b),
0 i2n − 1, such that ai · ai+2s + ai+s = bi · bi+2s + bi+s .
Suppose a = b ∈ G(f0(x), 2). Since the sequence in G(f0(x), 2) is determined by
its initial state (the ﬁrst n elements), we can suppose that
(a0, a1, . . . , ak−1) = (b0, b1, . . . , bk−1), (ak, bk) = (0, 1), 0k < n. (A.19)
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For convenience, denote a(i) = ai · ai+2s + ai+s and b(i) = bi · bi+2s + bi+s . Assume
that
a(i) = b(i), ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1}, (A.20)
that is to say, ai · ai+2s + ai+s = bi · bi+2s + bi+s , ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1}. In the
following, we are going to show (A.20) is impossible.
Case 1: ks.
Here we have 0k − s < k. By (A.19), we have ak−s = bk−s . From (A.20), we can
get a(k−s) = b(k−s).
Since (ak, bk) = (0, 1), we have
(ak−s , bk−s) = (1, 1), (ak, bk) = (0, 1) and (ak+s , bk+s) = (0, 1) or (1, 0).
Case 1.1: (ak+s , bk+s) = (0, 1).
According to the linear recurring relation of sequences in G(f0(x), 2), we have
(ak−s+n, bk−s+n) = (ak−s + ak, bk−s + bk) = (1, 0),
(ak+n, bk+n) = (ak + ak+s , bk + bk+s) = (0, 0).
Thus a(k−2s+n) = b(k−2s+n), which is in contradiction with (A.20).
Case 1.2: (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 0).
Here we have (ak−s , bk−s) = (1, 1), (ak, bk) = (0, 1) and (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 0). By
Lemma A.4, we know that (A.20) is impossible.
Case 2: k < s.
Case 2.1: (ak, bk) = (0, 1) and (ak+s , bk+s) = (0, 1).
From (A.20), we can get a(k) = b(k). So (ak+2s , bk+2s) = (0, 1) or (1, 1).
Let h be an integer, such that
k + hs < n < k + hs + s. (A.21)
Because s < n, we have k +hs + s < k +hs + n < 2n. For the integer j, 0jh+ 1,
we have 0k + js < 2n. From (A.20), we can get
a(k+js) = b(k+js), j = 0, 1, . . . , h + 1. (A.22)
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Table 9
I II III IV
(ak+hs+s−n, bk+hs+s−n) (0, 0) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+2s−n, bk+hs+2s−n) (0, 1) (0, 0) (1, 1) (1, 0)
(ak+hs+3s−n, bk+hs+3s−n) (0, 0) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1)
From (ak, bk) = (0, 1), (ak+s , bk+s) = (0, 1) and (A.22), we know that the values of
{(ak+js, bk+js)| j = 0, 1, . . . , h + 2} must satisfy one of the following cases.
(1) For some integer t, 0 th,
(ak, bk) = (ak+s , bk+s) = · · · = (ak+ts+s , bk+ts+s) = (0, 1),
(ak+ts+2s , bk+ts+2s) = (1, 1);
(2) (ak+js, bk+js) = (0, 1), j = 0, 1, . . . , h + 2.
In case (1), according to the linear recurring relation of sequences in G(f0(x), 2), we
have (ak+ts+n, bk+ts+n) = (0, 0) and (ak+ts+s+n, bk+ts+s+n) = (1, 0). Therefore we
have a(k+ts+n) = b(k+ts+n), which is in contradiction with (A.20) since k+ ts+nk+
hs + n < 2n.
In case (2), if s = 1, then we can get k = 0 and h = n − 1 from k < s and (A.21).
So we have (ai, bi) = (0, 1) for i = 0, 1, . . . , n, n + 1, which is in contradiction with
bn = b0 + b1 = 0. If s2, according to the linear recurring relation of sequences in
G(f0(x), 2), we have Table 9.
In each column of Table 9, we always have a(k+hs+s−n) = b(k+hs+s−n), which is in
contradiction with (A.20) since 0 < k + hs + s − n < s < 2n.
Case 2.2: (ak, bk) = (0, 1) and (ak+s , bk+s) = (0, 0).
From (ak, bk) = (0, 1), (ak+s , bk+s) = (0, 0) and a(k) = b(k), we know that (ak+2s ,
bk+2s) = (1, 0) or (0, 0). If (ak+2s , bk+2s) = (1, 0), then a(k+s) = b(k+s). If (ak+2s ,
bk+2s) = (0, 0), according to the linear recurring relation of sequences in G(f0(x), 2),
we have (ak+n, bk+n) = (0, 1) and (ak+s+n, bk+s+n) = (0, 0). So a(k−s+n) = b(k−s+n).
Both cases are in contradiction with (A.20).
Case 2.3: (ak, bk) = (0, 1) and (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 0).
From (ak, bk) = (0, 1), (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 0) and a(k) = b(k), we know that (ak+2s ,
bk+2s) = (0, 1) or (1, 1).
Case 2.3.1: (ak+2s , bk+2s) = (0, 1).
Let h be an integer, such that k+hs < nk+hs + s. With the process of analyzing
similar to that in the proof of Lemma A.4, we have Table 10.
If s = 1, then k = 0, h = n−1 and k+hs+ s = k+n. From Table 9, we know that
(ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s) = (0, 1) or (1, 0), which is in contradiction with (ak+n, bk+n) =
(1, 1).
In the following, we suppose s2. If h ≡ 1 (mod 2), then (ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s) =
(0, 1), (ak+hs+2s , bk+hs+2s) = (1, 0), (ak+hs+3s , bk+hs+3s) = (0, 1). According to the
linear recurring relation of sequences in G(f0(x), 2), we have Table 11.
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Table 10
h (mod 2) 0 1 h (mod 2) 0 1
(ak, bk) (0, 1) ← (ak+n, bk+n) (1, 1) ←
(ak+s , bk+s ) (1, 0) ← (ak+s+n, bk+s+n) (1, 1) ←
(ak+2s , bk+2s ) (0, 1) ← (ak+2s+n, bk+2s+n) (1, 1) ←
(ak+3s , bk+3s ) (1, 0) ← (ak+3s+n, bk+3s+n) (1, 1) ←
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
(ak+hs , bk+hs) (0, 1) (1, 0) (ak+hs+n, bk+hs+n) (1, 1) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+s , bk+hs+s ) (1, 0) (0, 1) (ak+hs+s+n, bk+hs+s+n) (1, 1) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+2s , bk+hs+2s ) (0, 1) (1, 0) (ak+hs+2s+n, bk+hs+2s+n) (1, 1) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+3s , bk+hs+3s ) (1, 0) (0, 1)
Table 11
I II III IV
(ak+hs+s−n, bk+hs+s−n) (0, 0) (0, 1) (1, 0) (1, 1)
(ak+hs+2s−n, bk+hs+2s−n) (0, 1) (0, 0) (1, 1) (1, 0)
(ak+hs+3s−n, bk+hs+3s−n) (1, 1) (1, 0) (0, 1) (0, 0)
(ak+hs+4s−n, bk+hs+4s−n) (1, 0) (1, 1) (0, 0) (0, 1)
In columns I and IV of Table 11, a(k+hs+s−n) = b(k+hs+s−n); in columns II and III,
a(k+hs+2s−n) = b(k+hs+2s−n). They are all in contradiction with (A.20). Similarly, we
can also get a contradiction if h ≡ 0 (mod 2).
Case 2.3.2: (ak+2s , bk+2s) = (1, 1).
Here we have (ak, bk) = (0, 1), (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 0) and (ak+2s , bk+2s) = (1, 1).
By Lemma A.5, we know that (A.20) is impossible.
Case 2.4: (ak, bk) = (0, 1) and (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 1).
From (ak, bk) = (0, 1), (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 1) and a(k) = b(k), we know that
(ak+2s , bk+2s) = (0, 0) or (1,0).
Case: 2.4.1: (ak+2s , bk+2s) = (0, 0).
By a(k+s) = b(k+s) in (A.20), (ak+3s , bk+3s) = (1, 1) or (0,0).
If (ak+3s , bk+3s) = (1, 1), then
(ak+n, bk+n) = (ak + ak+s , bk + bk+s) = (1, 0),
(ak+s+n, bk+s+n) = (ak+s + ak+2s , bk+s + bk+2s) = (1, 1),
(ak+2s+n, bk+2s+n) = (ak+2s + ak+3s , bk+2s + bk+3s) = (1, 1).
So a(k+n) = b(k+n), which is in contradiction with (A.20).
If (ak+3s , bk+3s) = (0, 0), we have
(ak+n, bk+n) = (1, 0), (ak+s+n, bk+s+n) = (1, 1) and (ak+2s+n, bk+2s+n) = (0, 0).
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From a(k−s+n) = b(k−s+n), we know that (ak−s+n, bk−s+n) = (1, 0) or (0,1). According
to the linear recurring relation of sequences in G(f0(x), 2), we have
(ak−s+2n, bk−s+2n) = (0, 0) or (1, 1), (ak+2n, bk+2n) = (0, 1),
(ak+s+2n, bk+s+2n) = (1, 1).
So a(k−s+2n) = b(k−s+2n), which is in contradiction with (A.20) since k−s+2n2n−1.
Case 2.4.2: (ak+2s , bk+2s) = (1, 0).
Here we have (ak, bk) = (0, 1), (ak+s , bk+s) = (1, 1) and (ak+2s , bk+2s) = (1, 0).
By Lemma A.6, we know that (A.20) is impossible. 
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